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Notes 

 
Facilitators Kevin Hyde, UNF Board of Trustees Member and Chair, Presidential Search Committee; 
Paul McElroy, UNF Board of Trustees Member and Chair, Presidential Search Position Description 
Sub-Committee 
 
Board of Trustees Chair Joy Korman 
 
Faculty Mark Ari (English), Matthew Corrigan (Political Science and Public Administration), Patricia 
Geesey (Languages, Literatures and Cultures), Jennifer Wolf (Psychology), Sarah XXX, Heather 
Truelove (Psychology), David Jaffee (Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work), Heather Burk 
(Center for Community-Based Learning), Justin Sipes (Center for Community-Based Learning), Sarah 
Mattice (Philosophy and Religious Studies), Ashley Faulkner (English), Gordon Rakita (Anthropology 
and Director, Academic Technology), Susan Perez (Psychology), John Hatle (Biology), Andres Gallo 
(late arrival) (Economics and Georgraphy), Radha Pyati (Chemistry) 
 
Chair Hyde provided an overview of the presidential search timeline and the Board of Governors 
(BOG) regulation governing the search. He noted that Governor Wendy Link was the BOG’s 
representative on the search committee. 
 
Chair Hyde spoke about the initial work of the search committee, including seating two sub-
committees – one to identify a search firm and one to craft the position description. Selection of the 
compensation consultant was also underway. Chair Hyde stated that the search committee hoped to 
have no fewer than three final candidates to present to the UNF Board of Trustees at their 
January 2018 meeting and confirmed by the BOG at their March 2018 meeting. 
 
Chair Hyde encouraged those present to ask their colleagues to participate in upcoming search 
events. He noted that the Jacksonville community would be included, as the selection of a president 
was integral to the city as well as the university.  
 
Board of Trustees Chair Korman stated that the BOG regulation guided the presidential search and 
selection, and the formation of the Presidential Search Committee. 
 
Chair Hyde referenced the Presidential Search webpage, noting that there was an estimated timeline 
that would be updated as the search process moved along. Karen Stone, Vice President and General 
Counsel, clarified it was the university’s intention that the Presidential Search webpage would be 
comprehensive and transparent. 
 
Sub-Committee Chair McElroy spoke about the Position Description Sub-Committee’s upcoming 
meeting, noting that his committee would take feedback from this forum, and other similar forums, 
and come to an ultimate decision regarding the position description to recommend to the Board of 
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Trustees. He stated that this committee would integrate a variety of constituents from all corners of 
the UNF community. He noted that there was a depth of knowledge and experience across the 
university that would provide a multi-dimensional and multi-faceted process. Chair McElroy also 
stated that the public sector would be solicited to provide input. 
 
Chair Hyde stated that all trustees shared two goals, that the search would yield the best person, and 
that the BOG would see the candidate as obvious and respected.  
 
Faculty asked for clarification regarding the search firm selection process. Vice President Stone 
stated that the Executive Search Firm Sub-Committee was dedicated to that. She invited faculty to 
visit the website, which would include the sub-committee’s upcoming work. 
 
Chair Hyde asked those present to speak about what they thought were qualities for the next 
president. 
 
Faculty expressed that the next president should be someone who could inspire people to come 
together; someone who was not a typical CEO but who had recently been involved with 
collaborative efforts to pull people together for a specific objective; someone who could harness 
peoples energy; someone who was a great communicator to various constituencies.  
 
Faculty shared that they did not want this presidential search to be conducted with a preconceived 
list of candidates. Chair Hyde clarified that this was not the case – the search committee would 
consider all possibilities and invite feedback from the campus community and the Jacksonville 
community. 
 
Faculty shared that, in comparison to 15 years ago, candidates were in a different place – many 
academics had managerial and fundraising experience. Faculty clarified that, in the State University 
System of Florida, all but two institutions had found academic presidents in the current climate. 
 
Faculty stated that the next president should understand shared governance, in that faculty would 
be invited to sit at the table and their voice would not be ignored.  
 
Faculty expressed that the next president should be very committed to the academic vision of the 
university and he/she should be aware of the academic background from the recent past. Also, 
faculty wants to see a great environment for students and an indication of a commitment to making 
UNF a first-class institution to attract students. Faculty also expressed that the next president should 
have value in creating the best possible experience for students and in making sure their diplomas 
have value. 
 
Faculty also stated that the next president should have some experience in higher education, in an 
academic setting. Faculty clarified that they would be very sensitive to this, so much so that a 
candidate who had neither would be viewed as unqualified. Faculty stated that, ideally the candidate 
would be someone who had educated someone else. 
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Faculty stated that they are sensitive to a trend of excluding them from decisions regarding 
administrative decisions.  
 
Vice President Stone stated that the administration is aware that most faculty will be on a hiatus for 
summer so the university would make every effort to keep any new developments on the website. 
Also, the university would use as many methods of communication as possible.  
 
Faculty expressed interest in having Presidential Search Committee members present at upcoming 
forums and Faculty Association meetings – this presence would help to gain faculty trust.  
 
Faculty expressed an interest in being involved in the Executive Search Firm selection process. Chair 
Hyde stated that faculty would be invited to any and all meetings involved in the selection process. 
 
Chair Hyde asked those present to share what they thought were challenges for the next president. 
  
Faculty stated that the performance-based funding metrics would be a challenge for the next 
president and they needed him/her to be their advocate. Faculty clarified that they are aware of the 
law governing the metrics and the significant financial impact but that the next president would be 
faced with these metrics, and a new Governor. 
 
Faculty stated that the next president would be faced with selecting a new provost and he/she may 
have very little knowledge or experience at UNF.  
 
Faculty expressed concern regarding instability in Academic Affairs, particularly in regards to policies 
and programs. They felt the new president would face challenges regarding consistency and a 
collaborative team.  Faculty stated that, if a new provost does not have the respect from faculty, 
they will not be able to actualize any plans, particularly regarding metrics.  
 
Faculty stated that they have been asked to do more with less for several years and that the new 
president would be expected to come up with a plan to deal with this challenge. 
 
Faculty stated that their goal was to provide students with the best product possible. The next 
president would be challenged with competing interests regarding the metrics. Faculty clarified that 
they would not be happy with diminishing the product – they are concerned about quality, not 
quantity – quality would increase the reputation of the university and improve the financial status in 
the long term. 
 
Faculty stated that the next president would be challenged to understand the decisions made by a 
provost – tenure, class size, curriculum – not decisions just about faculty.  
 
Faculty expressed concern for the next president regarding the timing of selecting a new provost, 
SACS reaccreditation, review of the Carnegie Classification and other things.  The next president 
would be challenged with existing in a swirl and doing so successfully.  
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Other concerns for a new president were discussed, such as someone to follow behind President 
Delaney and his successes, and his political connections.  
 
Faculty discussed the value of hiring a search firm to increase the possibility of a successful search. 
Chair McElroy shared that a search firm offered a disciplined and structured process to ensure a 
diverse slate of candidates.  
 
Faculty stated that the search firm should be provided with copious feedback in ample volume.  
 
Vice President Stone clarified a search firm would allow candidates to have anonymity for as long as 
possible but that the Florida Sunshine Law would result in many candidates applying very close to 
the deadline. 
 
Chair Hyde stated that the Presidential Search Committee hoped to get three equally qualified 
candidates who would be considered on who might be the best fit for the university. 
 
Those present asked for clarification on the search committee, noting that there were not 
representatives from the A&P or USPA associations – that these constituencies represented a large 
workforce. Vice President Stone stated that input from these constituencies was very important and 
that open forums would be scheduled specifically for these constituencies. Chair Hyde clarified that 
the search committee needed the benefit of everyone’s input.  
 
Faculty raised on final concern for the next president – he would be faced with a collective 
bargaining environment. 
 
Chair Hyde stated that his email address was posted on the website and he invited comments. 


